BEE LINE FRAME CORRECTION

PROVEN FRAME ALIGNMENT SYSTEMS FOR HEAVY
DUTY TRUCKS, BUSES, TRACTORS AND TRAILERS

BEE LINE FRAME CORRECTION

85 YEARS OF FRAME CORRECTION EXPERIENCE MAKES BEE LINE THE EASY CHOICE.
The Bee Line Truck Frame Machine and Press
system is the only complete chassis and
suspension correction system for heavy-duty
vehicles of all types. Considered as the most
accurate and efficient chassis and total suspension
correction system available today, Bee Line leads
the Truck Frame Correction Industry with its vast
experience in equipment manufacturing, safety,
training, backup service, and profit potential.
With frame correction capabilities in your own shop
you no longer have to rely on outside sources to
work the job into their schedule. This means you
stay in total control of the job and can schedule it
through your own shop quickly, which will satisfy
your customers and allow you to control quality,
scheduling and profits in your own shop. You can
do the job quickly and cost effectively which gets
your customer's vehicle back on the road where it
earns him money. The reduced down time is
important to him and to your reputation as an
efficient shop with the best equipment.

Our Frame Press hydraulically raises to bring the correction tooling to the truck.
Runway sections are removed to allow easy access at a comfortable working height.

Bee Line Truck Frame equipment is
built tough and versatile to handle all
makes up to the heaviest trucks and
equipment on the road today.
The Bee Line extra heavy duty frame machine is
designed to fit into your shop and to help you
increase your production and correct all chassis to
better than new. The runways easily adjust from
45" to 100" tread width. (They can be installed to
handle wider tread vehicles), giving the Bee Line
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Bee Line truck frame and press
equipment produces performance and
appearance that is as good or better
than the original.
The Bee Line frame straightening system allows the
operator full control over every part of the truck
frame straightening operation. No compromises are
necessary when making tool hookups as the Bee
Line machine allows the operator the opportunity to
position tools into tight places exactly where they
are needed to reverse the damage. Side holders
can be positioned where the desired correction is
needed whether inside of the rails, outside of the
frame rails, behind fuel tanks, under cabs, above
Tooling is designed to work on Tractors, Trailers, School Buses and most heavy
duty equipment without major disassembly. Lightweight Aluminum tooling makes
equipment setup more efficient without sacrificing strength.

cabs, behind wheels or any other hard to get to
areas that other machines can't reach.

POWER PRIDE INTEGRITY

frame machine the ability to handle all sizes of

BASIC TOOL PLACEMENT

THE FOUR BASIC
MISALIGNMENT CONDITIONS
Generally when a truck or trailer frame is damaged, it
can be diagnosed as having one or several of the
following conditions: Side Sway, Sag, Twist and/or
Diamond. These illustrations are designed to explain
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the time tested Bee Line method for making corrections
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to each condition. Remember these frame illustrations
are stripped down to more conveniently show tool
placement.
Bee Line Frame Presses come in a variety of sizes and
models. “Drive Through”, “Floor” and “Pit” models come
in lengths of 28’, 36’ and 40’ while “Portable” models are

SIDE SW AY
Frame is bent to
the side.

either 28’ or 30. Bee line also offers tooling for floor “I”
Beam applications. This versatility allows the operator
to restore the vehicle to its original specifications which
produce appearance and performance equal to or better
than the day it came off the production line. Even badly
damaged vehicles which formerly would be assumed
total losses can be rebuilt, cost effectively, with the Bee
Line equipment. Once the frame is straightened, the
vehicle can be moved to the alignment section of the
machine. This patented design makes more power
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available for correction with much less hydraulic
pressure than any other machine on the market.
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The frame is bent down
in the middle.
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Your shop can have the most versatile and efficient
frame equipment available today. Bee Line machines
HOLD
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are designed to fit and adapt to shop owners needs
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and space. The Bee Line truck frame equipment has
unlimited possibilities of installation and can be
installed in many configurations. Each shop can
select the floor plan of their choice for their particular
frame and alignment layout.

TWIST
The vehicles front end rolls to one side and the
rear rolls to the opposite end.

Here a three sample configurations:

“AA12D4” Drive Thru
Model with turning
Aligners.
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“AA7D2” Floor Model
with double
approach
ramps.
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“AA13R” and a
“AA2D2”
fill this “L” Pit
design.

DIAMOND
One frame rail has
moved ahead of the
other frame rail.

SERVICE TRAINING EXPERIENCE

Bee Line Truck Frame Machines
are designed to fit any installation
requirements. Start small in
existing space and add on as your
business grows.

TOOLS - SET UPS - ACCESSORIES

INNOVATIVE BEE LINE EQUIPMENT INSURES SPEED, ACCURACY AND PROFITABILITY.

Our self centering frame gauges
extend the centerline to the outside
of the chassis for easy diagnosis of
misalignment conditions.

A diamond sight gauge attaches to
the rear-most frame gauge and
diagnoses diamond frame conditions.

This diamond correction set up
utilizes the force of a pull ram to
bring the frame rails even with each
other.

Frame gauging and equipment set up
is done at a convenient height.
Runways can be removed to allow
easy access.

This twist set up is being powered by
the Bee Line 900B 4 valve hydraulic
pump.

The 1420 Flange Finisher utilizes the
force of the 10 ton ram to easily
finish beams up to 1/2” thick.

A hand flange tool makes corrections to imperfections in beams. An
extendable handle provides leverage
for the correction.

This twist correction set up can be
performed without removing the fuel
tank.

Bee Line Aluminum Runways compliment to the Portable Frame Press.
Stackability insures vehicle support
while making corrections. (above left)

A Twist in an extra long tractor
frame can be corrected with our
Trailer Twisting Tools.

This twisted trailer is being corrected with our Trailer Twisting tools.
Our Floor “I” Beam set up work primarily with trailer corrections.

The bee Line Power Tower is an
excellent tool to compliment our
Frame Press. High cab or trailer
pulls can be made with great force.

Hold downs are easily made by links
and pins. Slack is removed by lowering the frame press, then pressure is
applied.

This hold on a side sway set up is
positioned against the frame rail
without the front wheels being
removed.

This setup applies pressure to an
exact point on the frame to move the
frame gauges into alignment.

Extra clearance can be added to our
lightweight aluminum knees to make
direct holds on the frame rail.

This is a “double push” set up used
to correct a side sway condition.

Our Flange Press safely removes
imperfections to the frame with a
hydraulic ram.

This set up features an aluminum
knee topped with a Bee Line knee
protector that insures flush
contact with the frame rail.

PROFITABLE DURABLE DEPENDABLE

This rear axle bypass set up is
critical in making pushes to
pinpointed areas without removing
the axle.

This 20 ton C Clamp corrects the
radius of a frame. Interchangeable C
Clamp tooling heads allow it to
correct the smallest imperfection.

BEE LINE FRAME CORRECTION

PROVEN FRAME ALIGNMENT SYSTEMS FOR HEAVY
DUTY TRUCKS, BUSES, TRACTORS AND TRAILERS
Bee Line equipment Is backed with over 85 years of designing, manufacturing, selling and
servicing the industry's needs. Bee Line Factory Representatives, Training, Service, Warranty
and Financing combine for a total Collision Correction and Alignment package to make you
the best equipped Alignment Specialists in the Industry today.
EQUIPMENT, EXPERIENCE, TRAINING AND BACKUP SUPPORT continue to be the "key" to what Dealers and
Frame Shops worldwide look for in an Alignment Equipment Manufacturer.

563-332-4066 OR 1-800-728-7828
WWW.BEELINE-CO.COM

